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I. Introduction 

A program is a set of instructions written in a language (such as Python) 

understandable by the computer to perform a particular function on the computer. A well 

written program could be parceled well to form an application package customized for 

solving specific type of problem on the computer system. 

A computer programmer is computer scientist (a professional) skilled in using 

constructs of programming languages to develop executable and acceptable computer 

programs. A software developer is a programmer. Programmers often work hand in hand 

with system analysts on large projects. 

Programming languages are artificial notational languages created or developed to be 

used in preparing coded instructions on the computer for later execution by the computer. 

They are usually composed of series of usage rules (syntax) that determine the meaning 

(semantics) of expressions written in the language. Each programming language comes 

handy with its own translator i.e interpreter or compiler as the case may be. Programming 

is the art of developing computer programs with the aid of selected programming language 

by a computer programmer. It is a special skill whose quality is tested by the quality of the 

resulting program or software. In programming, programming stages must be properly 

followed, i.e from problem definition to maintenance and review. 

Why Python? Python is an easy-to-learn programming language that has some really 

useful features for a beginning programmer. The code is quite easy to read when compared 

to other programming languages, and it has an interactive shell into which you can enter 

your programs and see them run. In addition to its simple language structure and an 

interactive shell with which to experiment, Python has some features that greatly augment 

the learning process and allow you to put together simple animations for creating your own 

games. One is the turtle module, inspired by Turtle graphics (used by the Logo programming 

language back in the 1960s) and designed for educational use. Another is the tkinter module, 

an interface for the Tk GUI toolkit, which provides a simple way to create programs with 

slightly more advanced graphics and animation..  



 

II. Distribution of “Object Oriented programming” course topics 

 

№ Topics 
Total 

lessons 

Included 

Lectures 
Experiental 

lessons 
 

I semester 
   

1. 
Introduction Computer programming in 

Python 

 

4 2 2 

2. Defining variables 4 2 2 

3. Input and output commands 4 2 2 

4. Arithmetic and logical operators 4 2 2 

5. Conditional statement 4 2 2 

6. 
Loop with the parameter. Loop with the 

condition 
4 2 2 

7. 
Numerical sequences. Python Lists. Tuples. 

Sets. 4 2 2 

8. One-dimensional arrays.Array creation. 

Output of array elements. 
8 4 4 

9. Functions. Recursion function. Procedures 8 4 4 

10 Working with file system 8 4 4 

11 Exception. Exception handling 8 4 4 

12 Classes. Methods. Constructors. 12 6 6 
 

Total of the I semester 72 36 36 



 

III. The content of the topics of “Object oriented programming” course 

Topic 1.  Introduction Computer programming in Python 

Python is a high-level, interpreted, interactive and object-oriented scripting language. 

Python is designed to be highly readable. It uses English keywords frequently where as other 

languages use punctuation, and it has fewer syntactical constructions than other languages. 

The Python language has many similarities to Perl, C, and Java. However, there are some 

definite differences between the languages. 

Topic 2. Defining Variables 

Variables are used to store information to be referenced and manipulated in a computer 

program. They also provide a way of labeling data with a descriptive name, so our programs 

can be understood more clearly by the reader and ourselves. It is helpful to think of variables 

as containers that hold information. Their sole purpose is to label and store data in memory. 

This data can then be used throughout your program. 

Topic 3. Input and output commands 

The usefulness of the "Hello World" programs shown in the previous section is quite 

questionable. We had to write several lines of code, compile them, and then execute the resulting 

program just to obtain a simple sentence written on the screen as result. It certainly would have 

been much faster to type the output sentence by ourselves. However, programming is not limited 

only to printing simple texts on the screen. In order to go a little further on and to become able 

to write programs that perform useful tasks that really save us work we need to introduce the 

concept of variable. 

Let us think that I ask you to retain the number 5 in your mental memory, and then I ask 

you to memorize also the number 2 at the same time. You have just stored two different values 

in your memory. Now, if I ask you to add 1 to the first number I said, you should be retaining 

the numbers 6 (that is 5+1) and 2 in your memory. Values that we could now for example 

subtract and obtain 4 as result. 

The whole process that you have just done with your mental memory is a simile of what 

a computer can do with two variables. The same process can be expressed in Python with the 

following instruction set: 

a = input(“a ”) 

b = input(“b ”) 

print( a + 1) 

result = a - b 

print(result) 



 

Obviously, this is a very simple example since we have only used two small integer 

values, but consider that your computer can store millions of numbers like these at the same 

time and conduct sophisticated mathematical operations with them. 

Topic 4. Arithmetic and logical operators 

Operators are used to perform operations on variables and values. 

Python divides the operators in the following groups: 

• Arithmetic operators 

• Assignment operators 

• Comparison operators 

• Logical operators 

• Identity operators 

• Membership operators 

• Bitwise operators 

Topic 5. Conditional statement 

Python Conditions and If statements. Python supports the usual logical conditions from 

mathematics: 

• Equals: a == b 

• Not Equals: a != b 

• Less than: a < b 

• Less than or equal to: a <= b 

• Greater than: a > b 

• Greater than or equal to: a >= b 

These conditions can be used in several ways, most commonly in "if statements" and 

loops. An "if statement" is written by using the if keyword. 

The elif keyword is pythons way of saying "if the previous conditions were not true, then 

try this condition". 

Topic 6. Loop with the parameter. Loop with the condition. 

Python Loops. Python has two primitive loop commands: 

• while loops 

• for loops 

Python For Loops. A for loop is used for iterating over a sequence (that is either a list, a 

tuple, a dictionary, a set, or a string). 



 

This is less like the for keyword in other programming languages, and works more like 

an iterator method as found in other object-orientated programming languages. 

With the for loop we can execute a set of statements, once for each item in a list, tuple, 

set etc. 

The while Loop. With the while loop we can execute a set of statements as long as a 

condition is true. 

The while loop requires relevant variables to be ready, in this example we need to define 

an indexing variable, i, which we set to 1. 

The break Statement. With the break statement we can stop the loop even if the while 

condition is true: 

The continue Statement. With the continue statement we can stop the current iteration, and 

continue with the next: 

The else Statement. With the else statement we can run a block of code once when the 

condition no longer is true. 

Topic 7. Numerical sequences. Python Lists. Tuples. Sets 

Python Collections (Arrays).There are four collection data types in the Python 

programming language: 

• List is a collection which is ordered and changeable. Allows duplicate members. 

• Tuple is a collection which is ordered and unchangeable. Allows duplicate members. 

• Set is a collection which is unordered and unindexed. No duplicate members. 

• Dictionary is a collection which is unordered, changeable and indexed. No duplicate 

members. 

When choosing a collection type, it is useful to understand the properties of that type. 

Choosing the right type for a particular data set could mean retention of meaning, and, it could 

mean an increase in efficiency or security. 

List. A list is a collection which is ordered and changeable. In Python lists are written 

with square brackets. 

Tuple. A tuple is a collection which is ordered and unchangeable. In Python tuples are 

written with round brackets. 

Set. A set is a collection which is unordered and unindexed. In Python sets are written 

with curly brackets. 

Topic 8. One-dimensional arrays. Array creation. Output of array elements. 

The condition —An array of N integers (or real numbers) is given means that the actual 

size of the array (an integer N) and all its elements are given. The size of any array is assumed 

to be in the range 2 to 10, if the task does not specify it explicitly. The order number of the 



 

first element of array is assumed to be equal to 1. If a task connected with array creation or 

array changing does not specify output data then the resulting array elements are supposed to 

be output in ascending order of their indices. 

Array creation. The size of a resulting array is assumed to be not greater than 10 in all 

tasks connected with the array creation. 

The condition —An M x N matrix of integers (or real numbers) is givenll means that the 

actual size of a two-dimensional array and all its elements are given (M is the number of rows 

and N is the number of columns, the matrix has M-N elements). The amount of rows (columns) 

of any matrix is assumed to be in the range 2 to 10 if the task does not specify it explicitly. 

The order number of the first row (column) of matrix is assumed to be equal to 1, the element 

AI, J is assumed to be in the /-th row and J-th column (I = 1, ..., M, J = 1, ..., N). An input/output 

of matrix elements must be performed in the order of rows, that is, in ascending order of their 

indices with the second index (the column index) changing faster than the first one (the row 

index). A matrix having the size M M is called a square matrix of order M; the actual size of 

square matrix is defined by one integer M. If a task connected with matrix creation or matrix 

changing does not specify output data then the resulting matrix elements are supposed to be 

output (by rows). 

Topic 9. Functions. Recursion function. 

Parameters or Arguments? 

The terms parameter and argument can be used for the same thing: information that are 

passed into a function. 

From a function's perspective: 

A parameter is the variable listed inside the parentheses in the function definition. An 

argument is the value that is sent to the function when it is called. 

Number of Arguments 

By default, a function must be called with the correct number of arguments. Meaning 

that if your function expects 2 arguments, you have to call the function with 2 arguments, not 

more, and not less. 

Recursivity is the property that functions have to be called by themselves. It is useful for 

many tasks, like sorting or calculate the factorial of numbers. 

Notice how in function factorial we included a call to itself, but only if the argument 

passed was greater than 1, since otherwise the function would perform an infinite recursive loop 

in which once it arrived to 0 it would continue multiplying by all the negative numbers (probably 

provoking a stack overflow error on runtime). 

 



 

Topic 10. Working with file. File handling 

File handling is an important part of any web application. 

Python has several functions for creating, reading, updating, and deleting files. 

File Handling 

The key function for working with files in Python is the open() function. 

The open() function takes two parameters; filename, and mode. 

There are four different methods (modes) for opening a file: 

"r" - Read - Default value. Opens a file for reading, error if the file does not exist 

"a" - Append - Opens a file for appending, creates the file if it does not exist 

"w" - Write - Opens a file for writing, creates the file if it does not exist 

"x" - Create - Creates the specified file, returns an error if the file exists 

In addition you can specify if the file should be handled as binary or text mode 

"t" - Text - Default value. Text mode 

"b" - Binary - Binary mode (e.g. images) 

Topic 11. Exception. Exception handling 

 

Error in Python can be of two types i.e. Syntax errors and Exceptions. Errors are the 

problems in a program due to which the program will stop the execution. On the other hand, 

exceptions are raised when some internal events occur which changes the normal flow of the 

program. 

Topic 12. Classes. Methods. Constructors. 

A class is a special data type which defines how to build a certain kind of object. 

The class also stores some data items that are shared by all the instances of this class . 

Define a method in a class by including function definitions within the scope of the class block 

There must be a special first argument self in all of method definitions which gets bound to the 

calling instance .There is usually a special method called __init__ in most classes 

Inheritance is a powerful feature in object oriented programming. 

It refers to defining a new class with little or no modification to an existing class. 

The new class is called derived (or child) class and the one from which it inherits is called the 

base (or parent) class. 

Derived class inherits features from the base class, adding new features to it. 

This results into re-usability of code. 



 

 

IV. The theme of the self-studies for students 

I semester 

1. Python Input-output. Variables. 

2. Python Operators 

3. Python Numbers 

4. Python Strings. Casting. 

5. Conditional statement 

6. Loop with the parameter. Nested loops 

7. Numerical sequences. Python Lists. Tuples. Sets. 

6. Nested loops 

7. Minimums and maximums 

8. One-dimensional arrays. Array creation. Output of array elements. 

9. Analysis of array elements 

10. Work with several one-dimensional arrays 

11. Two-dimensional arrays (matrices). Matrix creation. Output of matrix 

. elements 

12. Analysis of matrix elements 

13. Matrix changing 

14. Diagonals of a square matrix 

15. Characters and strings. Basic operations. 

16. Word processing 

17. Python String Formatting 

18. Procedures 

19. Functions 

20. Recursion function 

21. Working with file. File handling 

22. Python File Write. Create a New File, Delete File 
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